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In a memoir of his father's life and death,
the author asks if we can ever see parents as
themselves, why they cannot reveal their
secrets to us, and what they take with them
that cannot be recovered when they die.
Reissue. (A Sony Pictures Classic film,
directed by Anand Tucker, releasing Fall
2007, starring Colin Firth & Jim Broadbent)
(Biography & Autobiography)

My Father's Book
Does your career seem to be stalled or headed
down a dead end street? Do you have frequent
problems interacting with subordinates,
bosses, or fellow employees? Do gender issues
seem to interfere with your day-to-day work?
Do you feel that your efforts go unnoticed by
the higher ups? Do you secretly want a
different career? These and other types of
seemingly endless interpersonal work issues,
struggles, and challenges in your career can
be directly connected to what respected
psychologist Stephan B. Poulter calls the
father factor.The father factor is the
conscious understanding, awareness, and
appreciation of the critical influence that
your father had, still has, or could have in
your career development and future potential.
Noting that the father-son or father-daughter
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in adult life, Dr. Poulter
helps you become acutely aware of the
immeasurable impact (negative or positive)
that your father has on your ability to
relate to other people. From this recognition
you will also learn to move past the career
roadblocks that frequently stem from the
lingering effects of your father's
influence.Defining five main styles of
fathering, Dr. Poulter devotes a chapter each
to:· The Superachiever Father· The Time Bomb
Father· The Passive Father· The Absent Father
(whether physically or emotionally)· The
Compassionate / Mentor Father.By becoming
aware of how your father related to you,
particularly in a destructive relationship,
you'll understand how your career
relationships in many ways mirror your degree
of comfort with your father's emotional
legacy. In this way, career roadblocks-often
based on interactions with people on the jobwill be more easily transformed into career
building blocks that will lead to advancement
and success.Stephan B. Poulter, PhD (Los
Angeles, CA), is the author of Father Your
Son and the coauthor of Mending the Broken
Bough. He has practiced as a clinical
psychologist specializing in family
relationships for twenty-four years. Dr.
Poulter lectures widely and appears regularly
on radio talk shows and news programs.
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"Life among the savages by stand-up comedian
and family man Tom Papa. How do you deal with
a whole host of characters and their bizarre
behavior? Especially when you're related to
them? There are aunts with mustaches,
grandparents who communicate by yelling, and
uncles who use marijuana as a condiment. Tom
Papa is here to help you make sense of it
all. Your Dad Stole My Rake is a hilarious
and warm book that saws deep into every
branch of the family tree and uncovers the
most bizarre and surprisingly meaningful
aspects of our lives. Among the topics
covered: - Tiger Mom v. Ice-Cream Mom - Stop
Trying to be Cool - In Defense of Family
Vacations - No Fighting Before Coffee - Least
Popular Baby Names - Wife Lie Detector - Your
Cat Thinks You're Too Needy Anyone who has a
family, grew up in a family, or has spent
time with another human being will love this
book"--

My Father's Dragon
The Father Factor
In My Father’s Books, the first volume in
Luan Starova’s multivolume Balkan Saga, he
explores themes of history, displacement, and
identity under three turbulent
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the twentieth
century. Weaving a story from
the threads of his parents’ lives from 1926
to 1976, he offers a child’s-eye view of
personal relationships in shifting political
landscapes and an elegiac reminder of the
enduring power of books to sustain a literate
culture. Through lyrical waves of memory,
Starova reveals his family’s overlapping
religious, linguistic, national, and cultural
histories. His father left Constantinople as
the Ottoman Empire collapsed, and the young
family fled from Albania to Yugoslav
Macedonia when Luan was a boy. His parents,
cosmopolitan and well-traveled in their
youth, and steeped in the cultures of both
Orient and Occident, find themselves raising
their children in yet another stagnant and
repressive state. Against this backdrop,
Starova remembers the protected spaces of his
childhood—his mother’s walled garden, his
father’s library, the cupboard holding the
rarest and most precious of his father’s
books. Preserving a lost heritage, these
books also open up a world that seems wide,
deep, and boundless.

Please Be with Me
A Message from Mike Rowe, the Dirty Jobs Guy:
Just to be clear, About My Mother is a book
about my grandmother, written by my mother.
That’s not to say it’s not about my mother—it
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that sense, it’s really a book about
“mothers.” …It is not, however, a book
written by me. True, I did write the
foreword. But it doesn’t mean I’ve written a
book about my mother. I haven’t. Nor does it
mean my mother’s book is about her son. It
isn’t. It’s about my grandmother. And my
mother. Just to be clear.—Mike A love letter
to mothers everywhere, About My Mother will
make you laugh and cry—and see yourself in
its reflection. Peggy Rowe’s story of growing
up as the daughter of Thelma Knobel is filled
with warmth and humor. But Thelma could be
your mother—there’s a Thelma in everyone’s
life. Shes the person taking charge—the one
who knows instinctively how things should be.
Today Thelma would be described as an alpha
personality, but while growing up, her
daughter Peggy saw her as a dictator—albeit a
benevolent, loving one. They clashed from the
beginning—Peggy, the horse-crazy tomboy, and
Thelma, the genteel-yet-still-controlling
mother, committed to raising two refined,
ladylike daughters. Good luck. When major
league baseball came to town in the early
1950s and turned sophisticated Thelma into a
crazed Baltimore Orioles groupie, nobody was
more surprised and embarrassed than Peggy.
Life became a series of compromises—Thelma
tolerating a daughter who pitched manure and
galloped the countryside, while Peggy learned
to tolerate the whacky Orioles fan who threw
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and-black schedule taped to the refrigerator
door. Sometimes, we’re more alike than we
know. And in case you’re wondering, Peggy
knows a thing or two about dirty jobs
herself…

50 Things about My Father
The author describes his search to find out
the true identity of his father after being
told that his uncle was his biological father
through the process of artificial
insemination.

41: A Portrait of My Father
A Los Angeles Times reporter recounts his
twenty-two-year search for the truth behind
his father's murder, an event that devastated
his childhood and eventually revealed
startling truths

About My Mother
A deeply personal, revealing, and lyrical
portrait of Duane Allman, founder of the
legendary Allman Brothers Band, written by
his daughter “Duane Allman was my big
brother, my partner, my best friend. I
thought I knew everything there was to know
about him, but Galadrielle’s deep and
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will to everyone who reads it.”—Gregg
Allman Galadrielle Allman went to her first
concert as an infant in diapers, held in her
teenage mother’s arms. Playing was her
father—Duane Allman, who would become one of
the most influential and sought-after
musicians of his time. Just a few short years
into his remarkable career, he was killed in
a motorcycle accident at the age of twentyfour. His daughter was two years old.
Galadrielle was raised in the shadow of his
loss and his fame. Her mother sought solace
in a bohemian life. Friends and family found
it too painful to talk about Duane.
Galadrielle listened intently to his music,
read articles about him, steeped herself in
the mythic stories, and yet the spotlight
rendered him too simple and too perfect to
know. She felt a strange kinship to the fans
who longed for him, but she needed to know
more. It took her many years to accept that
his life and his legacy were hers, and when
she did, she began to ask for stories—from
family, fellow musicians, friends—and they
began to flow. Galadrielle Allman’s memoir is
at once a rapturous, riveting, and intimate
account of one of the greatest guitar
prodigies of all time, the story of the birth
of a band that redefined the American musical
landscape, and a tender inquiry of a daughter
searching for her father in the memories of
others. Praise for Please Be with Me
“Poignant and illuminating . . . brings Duane
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“Galadrielle Allman offers a moving and
poetic portrait of her late father.”—Rolling
Stone “[Allman’s] descriptions and scenes are
vivid, even cinematic. . . . The pleasure of
reading Please Be With Me lies as much in its
lyrical prose as in its insider
anecdotes.”—Newsweek “An elegantly written,
heartfelt account.”—The Atlanta JournalConstitution “Evokes a wistful, elegiac
atmosphere; fans of the ’70s music scene may
find it indispensable.”—San Jose Mercury News
“A compelling and intimate portrait of
Duane.”—The Hollywood Reporter
“Illuminating.”—Kirkus Reviews “Frequently
touching . . . Readers will come away feeling
more connected to the man and his
music.”—Publishers Weekly

Your Dad Stole My Rake
Special Edition: Peggy Rowe is at it
again--this time giving a hilarious inside
look at growing up Rowe, both before and
after Mike's rise to fame. Since the day they
said, "I do," Peggy's previous "doting"
lifestyle met with her husband? John's?
minimalist? ways and became the backdrop for
years of adventure and a quirky sense of
humor? because? of their differences. From
thoughts of wearing headlamps in the house to
save energy, to squeezing out the last drop
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hilarity in each situation. Once their boys
were born, woodstove mishaps and garbage
dumping tales were the seed for Mike's
obsession with doing dirty jobs and the
comical presence he is known for today. As
Mike rose to fame, Peggy was his biggest
fan--who gave motherly advice and
constructive criticism, of course. She baked
cookies for Mike to take to Joan Rivers for a
Christmas party hostess gift, and even wrote
fan letters under faux names and mailed them
from different cities to Mike's producer.? ?
By the time Mike hits it big, Peggy and John
retire to face more adventures, with a
lightning strike in their condo, an elderly
friend who ate marijuana leaves, and entering
into celebrity status by making Viva paper
towel and Lee jeans commercials, plus so much
more. Peggy's stories relive the details that
intrigue and entertain old and new fans
alike. So if you want a bigger, even funnier
take on the Rowe family,? About Your Father
and Other Celebrities I Have Known? delivers.

Give Me My Father's Body
“Equal parts memoir, whodunit, and manual for
living . . . a beautifully written, honest
look at the forces of blood and bone that
make us who we are, and how we make
ourselves.” --Neil Gaiman In his unique and
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and screen
complicated relationship with his father and
the deeply buried family secrets that shaped
his life and career. A beloved star of stage,
television, and film—“one of the most fun
people in show business” (Time magazine)—Alan
Cumming is a successful artist whose
diversity and fearlessness is unparalleled.
His success masks a painful childhood growing
up under the heavy rule of an emotionally and
physically abusive father—a relationship that
tormented him long into adulthood. When
television producers in the UK approached him
to appear on a popular celebrity genealogy
show in 2010, Alan enthusiastically agreed.
He hoped the show would solve a family
mystery involving his maternal grandfather, a
celebrated WWII hero who disappeared in the
Far East. But as the truth of his family
ancestors revealed itself, Alan learned far
more than he bargained for about himself, his
past, and his own father. With ribald humor,
wit, and incredible insight, Alan seamlessly
moves back and forth in time, integrating
stories from his childhood in Scotland and
his experiences today as a film, television,
and theater star. At times suspenseful,
deeply moving, and wickedly funny, Not My
Father’s Son will make readers laugh even as
it breaks their hearts.

About Your Father and Other Celebrities
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There's an enslaved dragon on Wild Island,
and young Elmer Elevator is determined to
free him — despite hungry tigers, cranky
crocodiles, and other challenges. Hardcover
edition with newly scanned art.

The Words of My Father
Peggy Rowe is at it again—this time giving a
hilarious inside look at growing up Rowe,
both before and after Mike’s rise to fame.
Since the day they said, “I do,” Peggy’s
previous “doting” lifestyle met with her
husband John’s minimalist ways and became the
backdrop for years of adventure and a quirky
sense of humor because of their differences.
From thoughts of wearing headlamps in the
house to save energy, to squeezing out the
last drop of toothpaste with a workbench
vise, Peggy learned to pick her battles and
celebrate the hilarity in each situation.
Once their boys were born, woodstove mishaps
and garbage dumping tales were the seed for
Mike’s obsession with doing dirty jobs and
the comical presence he is known for today.
As Mike rose to fame, Peggy was his biggest
fan—who gave motherly advice and constructive
criticism, of course. She baked cookies for
Mike to take to Joan Rivers for a Christmas
party hostess gift, and even wrote fan
letters under faux names and mailed them from
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Mike hits it big, Peggy and John retire
to face more adventures, with a lightning
strike in their condo, an elderly friend who
ate marijuana leaves, and entering into
celebrity status by making Viva paper towel
and Lee jeans commercials, plus so much more.
Peggy’s stories relive the details that
intrigue and entertain old and new fans
alike. So if you want a bigger, even funnier
take on the Rowe family, About Your Father
and Other Celebrities I Have Known delivers.

The Distance Between Us
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF
ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF
THE PAST 50 YEARS In this iconic memoir of
his early days, Barack Obama “guides us
straight to the intersection of the most
serious questions of identity, class, and
race” (The Washington Post Book World).
“Quite extraordinary.”—Toni Morrison In this
lyrical, unsentimental, and compelling
memoir, the son of a black African father and
a white American mother searches for a
workable meaning to his life as a black
American. It begins in New York, where Barack
Obama learns that his father—a figure he
knows more as a myth than as a man—has been
killed in a car accident. This sudden death
inspires an emotional odyssey—first to a
small town in Kansas, from which he retraces
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Hawaii,
African side of his family, confronts the
bitter truth of his father’s life, and at
last reconciles his divided inheritance.
Praise for Dreams from My Father “Beautifully
crafted . . . moving and candid . . . This
book belongs on the shelf beside works like
James McBride’s The Color of Water and
Gregory Howard Williams’s Life on the Color
Line as a tale of living astride America’s
racial categories.”—Scott Turow “Provocative
. . . Persuasively describes the phenomenon
of belonging to two different worlds, and
thus belonging to neither.”—The New York
Times Book Review “Obama’s writing is
incisive yet forgiving. This is a book worth
savoring.”—Alex Kotlowitz, author of There
Are No Children Here “One of the most
powerful books of self-discovery I’ve ever
read, all the more so for its illuminating
insights into the problems not only of race,
class, and color, but of culture and
ethnicity. It is also beautifully written,
skillfully layered, and paced like a good
novel.”—Charlayne Hunter-Gault, author of In
My Place “Dreams from My Father is an
exquisite, sensitive study of this wonderful
young author’s journey into adulthood, his
search for community and his place in it, his
quest for an understanding of his roots, and
his discovery of the poetry of human life.
Perceptive and wise, this book will tell you
something about yourself whether you are
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My Father at 100
In this companion to Urs Widmer's novel My
Mother's Lover, the narrator is again the son
who pieces together the fragments of his
parents' stories. Since the age of twelve,
Karl, the father, has observed the family
tradition of recording his life in a single
notebook, but when his book is lost soon
after his death, his son resolves to rewrite
it. Here, we get to know Karl's friends--a
collection of anti-fascist painters and
architects known as Group 33. We learn of the
early years of Karl's marriage and follow his
military service as the Swiss fear a German
invasion during World War II, his political
activity for the Communist Party, and his
brief career as a teacher. Widmer
brilliantly combines family history and
historical events to tell the story of a man
more at home in the world of the imagination
than in the real world, a father who grows on
the reader, just as he grows on his son.

About Your Father and Other Celebrities
I Have Known
Profiles the Eskimo boy who was brought back
to the United States by explorer Robert
Peary, and whose father's body was placed on
display at the Museum of Natural History.
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A #1 New York Times bestselling author traces
her father’s life from turn-of-the-century
Warsaw to New York City in an intimate memoir
about family, memory, and the stories we
tell. Long before she was the acclaimed
author of a groundbreaking book about women
and men, praised by Oliver Sacks for having
“a novelist’s ear for the way people speak,”
Deborah Tannen was a girl who adored her
father. Though he was often absent during her
childhood, she was profoundly influenced by
his gift for writing and storytelling. As she
grew up and he grew older, she spent
countless hours recording conversations with
her father for the account of his life she
had promised him she’d write. But when he
hands Tannen journals he kept in his youth,
and she discovers letters he saved from a
woman he might have married instead of her
mother, she is forced to rethink her
assumptions about her father’s life and her
parents’ marriage. In this memoir, Tannen
embarks on the poignant, yet perilous, quest
to piece together the puzzle of her father’s
life. Beginning with his astonishingly vivid
memories of the Hasidic community in Warsaw,
where he was born in 1908, she traces his
journey: from arriving in New York City in
1920 to quitting high school at fourteen to
support his mother and sister, through a vast
array of jobs, including prison guard and gunPage 16/37
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establishing
the largest workers’
compensation law practice in New York and
running for Congress. As Tannen comes to
better understand her father's—and her
own—relationship to Judaism, she uncovers
aspects of his life she would never have
imagined. Finding My Father is a memoir of
Eli Tannen’s life and the ways in which it
reflects the near century that he lived. Even
more than that, it’s an unflinching account
of a daughter’s struggle to see her father
clearly, to know him more deeply, and to find
a more truthful story about her family and
herself.

What Your Mother Couldn't Tell You and
Your Father Didn't Know
This is the fourth title in the hugely
popular series about Ramona Quimby. Ramona's
father has lost his job and all the family
are miserable - so Ramona decides to try and
cheer them up, in her own inimitable way.

Ramona and Her Father
Traces the author's experiences as an illegal
child immigrant, describing her father's
violent alcoholism, her efforts to obtain a
higher education, and the inspiration of
Latina authors.
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The third volume—the book that made
Knausgaard a phenomenon in the United
States—in the addictive New York Times
bestselling series A family of four—mother,
father, and two boys—move to the south coast
of Norway, to a new house on a newly
developed site. It is the early 1970s and the
family's trajectory is upwardly mobile: the
future seems limitless. In painstaking,
sometimes self-lacerating detail, Karl Ove
Knausgaard paints a world familiar to anyone
who can recall the intensity and novelty of
childhood experience, one in which children
and adults lead parallel lives that never
meet. Perhaps the most Proustian in the
series, My Struggle: Book 3 gives us
Knausgaard's vivid, technicolor recollections
of childhood, his emerging selfunderstanding, and the multilayered nature of
time's passing, memory, and existence.

My Father and Myself
A collection of essays by some of today's top
writers on the intricacies of today's
stepfamilies includes Andrew Solomon's
thoughts about his relationship with his
stepmother, Kate Christensen's celebration of
her stepfather's guidance, and Phyllis Rose's
observations about her second husband's
stepparent qualities. Reprint.
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When Christal Presley's father was eighteen,
he was drafted to Vietnam. Like many men of
that era who returned home with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), he was
never the same. Christal's father spent much
of her childhood locked in his room,
gravitating between the deepest depression
and unspeakable rage, unable to participate
in holidays or birthdays. At a very young
age, Christal learned to walk on eggshells,
doing anything and everything not to provoke
him, but this dance caused her to become a
profoundly disturbed little girl. She acted
out at school, engaged in self-mutilation,
and couldn't make friends. At the age of
eighteen, Christal left home and didn't look
back. She barely spoke to her father for the
next thirteen years. To any outsider,
Christal appeared to be doing well: she
earned a BA and a master's, got married, and
traveled to India. But despite all these
accomplishments, Christal still hadn't faced
her biggest challenge—her relationship with
her father. In 2009, something changed.
Christal decided it was time to begin the
healing process, and she extended an olive
branch. She came up with what she called "The
Thirty Day Project," a month's worth of
conversations during which she would finally
ask her father difficult questions about
Vietnam. Thirty Days with My Father is a
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of a daughter and father reconnecting in
a way that will inspire us all to seek the
truth, even from life's most difficult
relationships. This beautifully realized
memoir shares how one woman and her father
discovered profound lessons about their own
strength and will to survive, shedding an
inspiring light on generational PTSD.

The Reading Promise
Peggy Rowe is at it again--this time giving a
hilarious inside look at growing up Rowe,
both before and after Mike's rise to
fame.Since the day they said, "I do," Peggy's
previous "doting" lifestyle met with her
husband John's minimalist ways and became the
backdrop for years of adventure and a quirky
sense of humor because of their differences.
From thoughts of wearing headlamps in the
house to save energy, to squeezing out the
last drop of toothpaste with a workbench
vise, Peggy learned to pick her battles and
celebrate the hilarity in each situation.Once
their boys were born, woodstove mishaps and
garbage dumping tales were the seed for
Mike's obsession with doing dirty jobs and
the comical presence he is known for today.As
Mike rose to fame, Peggy was his biggest
fan--who gave motherly advice and
constructive criticism, of course. She baked
cookies for Mike to take to Joan Rivers for a
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fan letters
under faux names and mailed them
from different cities to Mike's producer. By
the time Mike hits it big, Peggy and John
retire to face more adventures, with a
lightning strike in their condo, an elderly
friend who ate marijuana leaves, and entering
into celebrity status by making Viva paper
towel and Lee jeans commercials, plus so much
more.Peggy's stories relive the details that
intrigue and entertain old and new fans
alike. So if you want a bigger, even funnier
take on the Rowe family, About Your Father
and Other Celebrities I Have Known delivers.

When Time Stopped
Some of Australia's best known writers share
their wise and searingly honest experiences
of losing a parent.

In My Father's Name
If your father had superpowers, what would
they be? What's your favorite childhood
memory of the two of you together? What has
your dad accomplished that makes your proud?
Thought provoking and celebratory, this fillin gift book provides 50 prompts that help
you capture all the things you love and
appreciate about your father: his talents,
his quirks, the memories you share, and more.
With a fresh illustration style and deluxe
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cover, ribbon markers, and a
4-color interior, this book is the perfect
keepsake your father will enjoy for years to
come.

The Other Wes Moore
The heartwarming, true story of a young woman
whose single father--an elementary school
librarian--read aloud to her every night,
starting from when she was in 4th grade until
the day she left for college. When Alice Ozma
was in 4th grade, she and her father decided
to see if he could read aloud to her for 100
consecutive nights. On the hundreth night,
they shared pancakes to celebrate, but it
soon became evident that neither wanted to
let go of their storytelling ritual. So they
decided to continue what they called "The
Streak." Alice's father read aloud to her
every night without fail until the day she
left for college. meta
content="Word.Document" name="ProgId" meta
content="Microsoft Word 12" name="Generator"
meta content="Microsoft Word 12"
name="Originator"link href="file:///C:\DOCUME
~1\englanda\LOCALS~1\Temp\msohtmlclip1\01\cli
p_filelist.xml" rel="File-List"link href="fil
e:///C:\DOCUME~1\englanda\LOCALS~1\Temp\msoht
mlclip1\01\clip_themedata.thmx"
rel="themeData"link href="file:///C:\DOCUME~1
\englanda\LOCALS~1\Temp\msohtmlclip1\01\clip_
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Alice approaches her
book as a series of vignettes about her
relationship with her father and the life
lessons learned from the books he read to
her. Books included in the Streak were: Great
Expectations by Charles Dickens, the Oz books
by L. Frank Baum, Harry Potter by J. K.
Rowling, Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by
Lewis Carroll, and Shakespeare's plays.

About Your Father and Other Celebrities
I Have Known
An Urban TaleDetective Bronson (aka DB) & his
partner Detective Mitchell are lead
detectives in Washington, D.C.'s Homicide
Division. In one month they come across
several murders that are linked together in
more ways than one. Meanwhile Bleek (aka
DaJuan), Detective Bronson's son, is a decent
student and a star athlete. The absence of
his deceased mother, and a father who's
consumed by his career & new love interest,
is slowly changing his life. So he clings to
his closest friends, and his girlfriend Tykia
for love & sense of family. An unexpected
twist turns the case upside down & leaves
Detective Bronson with one of the toughest
choices in his life.

My Father’s Books
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maintaining
personal fulfilment within a
thriving and exciting long-term relationship,
without having to chose between selfsacrifice or divorce.

My Father Before Me
The chilling truth is that his story could
have been mine. The tragedy is that my story
could have been his. Two kids named Wes Moore
were born blocks apart within a year of each
other. Both grew up fatherless in similar
Baltimore neighborhoods and had difficult
childhoods; both hung out on street corners
with their crews; both ran into trouble with
the police. How, then, did one grow up to be
a Rhodes Scholar, decorated veteran, White
House Fellow, and business leader, while the
other ended up a convicted murderer serving a
life sentence? Wes Moore, the author of this
fascinating book, sets out to answer this
profound question. In alternating narratives
that take readers from heart-wrenching losses
to moments of surprising redemption, The
Other Wes Moore tells the story of a
generation of boys trying to find their way
in a hostile world. BONUS: This edition
contains a new afterword and a The Other Wes
Moore discussion guide. Praise for The Other
Wes Moore “Moving and inspiring, The Other
Wes Moore is a story for our times.”—Alex
Kotlowitz, author of There Are No Children
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guide for all who care about
helping young people.”—Juan Williams, author
of Enough “This should be required reading
for anyone who is trying to understand what
is happening to young men in our inner
cities.”—Geoffrey Canada, author of Fist
Stick Knife Gun “The Other Wes Moore gets to
the heart of the matter on faith, education,
respect, the hard facts of incarceration, and
the choices and challenges we all face. It’s
educational and inspiring.”—Ben Carson, M.D.,
author of Gifted Hands “Wes Moore is destined
to become one of the most powerful and
influential leaders of this century. You need
only read this book to understand
why.”—William S. Cohen, former U.S. senator
and secretary of defense “This intriguing
narrative is enlightening, encouraging, and
empowering. Read these words, absorb their
meanings, and create your own plan to act and
leave a legacy.”—Tavis Smiley, from the
Afterword

His Father
A moving memoir of the beloved fortieth
president of the United States, by his son.
February 6, 2011, is the one hundredth
anniversary of Ronald Reagan's birth. To mark
the occasion, Ron Reagan has written My
Father at 100, an intimate look at the life
of his father-one of the most popular
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of someone who knew Ronald Reagan
better than any adviser, friend, or
colleague. As he grew up under his father's
watchful gaze, he observed the very qualities
that made the future president a powerful
leader. Yet for all of their shared
experiences of horseback rides and touch
football games, there was much that Ron never
knew about his father's past, and in My
Father at 100, he sets out to understand this
beloved, if often enigmatic, figure who
turned his early tribulations into a stunning
political career. Since his death in 2004,
President Reagan has been a galvanizing force
that personifies the values of an older
America and represents an important era in
national history. Ron Reagan traces the
sources of these values in his father's early
years and offers a heartfelt portrait of a
man and his country-and his personal memories
of the president he knew as "Dad."

About Your Father and Other Celebrities
I Have Known
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant
and funny—about a boy with autism who sets
out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog
and discovers unexpected truths about himself
and the world. Nominated as one of America’s
best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American
Read Christopher John Francis Boone knows all
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and every
relates well to animals but has no
understanding of human emotions. He cannot
stand to be touched. And he detests the color
yellow. This improbable story of
Christopher's quest to investigate the
suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes
for one of the most captivating, unusual, and
widely heralded novels in recent years.

Thirty Days with My Father
This bracing new nonfiction book by the young
superstar E´douard Louis is both a searing
j’accuse of the viciously entrenched French
class system and a wrenchingly tender love
letter to his father This bracing new
nonfiction book by the young superstar
Édouard Louis is both a searing j’accuse of
the viciously entrenched French class system
and a wrenchingly tender love letter to his
father. Who Killed My Father rips into
France’s long neglect of the working class
and its overt contempt for the poor, accusing
the complacent French—at the minimum—of
negligent homicide. The author goes to visit
the ugly gray town of his childhood to see
his dying father, barely fifty years old, who
can hardly walk or breathe:“You belong to the
category of humans whom politics consigns to
an early death.” It’s as simple as that. But
hand in hand with searing, specific
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between
shame, poverty and homophobia. Yet tenderness
reconciles them, even as the state is killing
off his father. Louis goes after the French
system with bare knuckles but turns to his
long-alienated father with open arms: this
passionate combination makes Who Killed My
Father a heartbreaking book.

Dreams from My Father
When his father died, J. R. Ackerley was
shocked to discover that he had led a secret
life. And after Ackerley himself died, he
left a surprise of his own—this coolly
considered, unsparingly honest account of his
quest to find out the whole truth about the
man who had always eluded him in life. But
Ackerley’s pursuit of his father is also an
exploration of the self, making My Father and
Myself a pioneering record, at once sexually
explicit and emotionally charged, of life as
a gay man. This witty, sorrowful, and
beautiful book is a classic of twentiethcentury memoir.

Go Ask Your Father
In this astonishing story that “reads like a
thriller and is so, so timely” (BuzzFeed)
Ariana Neumann dives into the secrets of her
father’s past: “Like Anne Frank’s diary, it
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(Booklist, starred review). In 1941,
the first Neumann family member was taken by
the Nazis, arrested in German-occupied
Czechoslovakia for bathing in a stretch of
river forbidden to Jews. He was transported
to Auschwitz. Eighteen days later his
prisoner number was entered into the morgue
book. Of thirty-four Neumann family members,
twenty-five were murdered by the Nazis. One
of the survivors was Hans Neumann, who, to
escape the German death net, traveled to
Berlin and hid in plain sight under the
Gestapo’s eyes. What Hans experienced was so
unspeakable that, when he built an industrial
empire in Venezuela, he couldn’t bring
himself to talk about it. All his daughter
Ariana knew was that something terrible had
happened. When Hans died, he left Ariana a
small box filled with letters, diary entries,
and other memorabilia. Ten years later Ariana
finally summoned the courage to have the
letters translated, and she began reading.
What she discovered launched her on a
worldwide search that would deliver indelible
portraits of a family loving, finding
meaning, and trying to survive amid the worst
that can be imagined. A “beautifully told
story of personal discovery” (John le Carré),
When Time Stopped is an unputdownable
detective story and an epic family memoir,
spanning nearly ninety years and crossing
oceans. Neumann brings each relative to vivid
life, and this “gripping, expertly researched
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My Father is a Book
“Drinking a toast to the visible world, his
impending disappearance from it be damned.”
That’s how John Updike describes one of his
elderly protagonists in this, his final
collection of short stories. He might have
been writing about himself. In My Father’s
Tears, the author revisits his signature
characters, places, and themes—Americans in
suburbs, cities, and small towns grappling
with faith and infidelity—in a gallery of
portraits of his aging generation, men and
women for whom making peace with the past is
now paramount. The Seattle Times called My
Father’s Tears “a haunting collection” that
“echoes the melancholy of Chekhov, the
romanticism of Wordsworth and the mournful
spirit of Yeats.”

Finding My Father
A psychoanalyst reinterprets the dynamics of
the family to examine the ways in which
fathers and sons influence each other,
critically assessing the changing father/son
relationship throughout the life cycle in a
study designed to help make sense of the
question of what it really means to be a man.
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Forty-three men have served as President of
the United States. Countless books have been
written about them. But never before has a
President told the story of his father,
another President, through his own eyes and
in his own words. A unique and intimate
biography, the book covers the entire scope
of the elder President Bush’s life and
career, including his service in the Pacific
during World War II, his pioneering work in
the Texas oil business, and his political
rise as a Congressman, U.S. Representative to
China and the United Nations, CIA Director,
Vice President, and President. The book
shines new light on both the accomplished
statesman and the warm, decent man known best
by his family. In addition, George W. Bush
discusses his father’s influence on him
throughout his own life, from his childhood
in West Texas to his early campaign trips
with his father, and from his decision to go
into politics to his own two-term Presidency.

My Struggle:
Peggy Rowe is at it again—this time giving a
hilarious inside look at growing up Rowe,
both before and after Mike’s rise to fame.
Since the day they said, “I do,” Peggy’s
previous “doting” lifestyle met with her
husband John’s minimalist ways and became the
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of humor because of their differences.
From thoughts of wearing headlamps in the
house to save energy, to squeezing out the
last drop of toothpaste with a workbench
vise, Peggy learned to pick her battles and
celebrate the hilarity in each situation.
Once their boys were born, woodstove mishaps
and garbage dumping tales were the seed for
Mike’s obsession with doing dirty jobs and
the comical presence he is known for today.
As Mike rose to fame, Peggy was his biggest
fan—who gave motherly advice and constructive
criticism, of course. She baked cookies for
Mike to take to Joan Rivers for a Christmas
party hostess gift, and even wrote fan
letters under faux names and mailed them from
different cities to Mike’s producer. By the
time Mike hits it big, Peggy and John retire
to face more adventures, with a lightning
strike in their condo, an elderly friend who
ate marijuana leaves, and entering into
celebrity status by making Viva paper towel
and Lee jeans commercials, plus so much more.
Peggy’s stories relive the details that
intrigue and entertain old and new fans
alike. So if you want a bigger, even funnier
take on the Rowe family, About Your Father
and Other Celebrities I Have Known delivers.

Who Killed My Father
Bernard Malamud was one of the most
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The Fixer as well as The Assistant, named one
of the best "100 All–Time Novels" by Time
Magazine—to mention only two of the more than
a dozen published books—he not only
established himself in the first rank of
American writers but also took the country's
literature in new and important directions.
In her signature memoir, Smith explores her
renowned father's life and literary legacy.
Malamud was among the most brilliant
novelists of his era, and counted among his
friends Philip Roth, Saul Bellow, Theodore
Roethke, and Shirley Jackson. Yet Malamud was
also very private. Only his family has had
full access to his personal papers, including
letters and journals that offer unique
insight into the man and his work. In her
candid, evocative, and loving memoir, his
daughter brings Malamud to vivid life.

My Father Married Your Mother
A Palestinian-American activist recalls his
adolescence in Gaza during the Second
Intifada, and how he made a strong commitment
to peace in the face of devastating brutality
in this moving, candid, and transformative
memoir that reminds us of the importance of
looking beyond prejudice, anger, and fear.
"Captivating."--Robin Wright, The New Yorker
Yousef Bashir’s story begins in Gaza, on a
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mad Yousef was eleven, the Second Intifada
exploded. First came the shooting, then the
occupation. Ordered to leave their family
home, Yousef’s father refused, even when the
Israeli soldiers moved in, seizing the top
two floors. For five long years, three
generations of the Bashir family were virtual
prisoners in their own home. Despite this,
Yousef’s father—a respected Palestinian
schoolteacher whose belief in coexisting
peacefully with his Israeli neighbors was
unshakeable—treated the soldiers as honored
guests. His commitment to peace was absolute.
Though Yousef’s family attracted
international media attention, and received
letters of support from around the world,
Yousef witnessed the destruction of his home,
his neighborhood, and the happy life he had
known with growing frustration and confusion.
For the first time he wondered if his
father’s belief in peace was justified and
whether he was strong enough—or even
wanted—to follow his example. At fifteen,
that doubt was tested. Standing in his front
yard with his father and three United Nations
observers, he was shot in the spine by an
Israeli soldier, leaving him in a wheelchair,
paralyzed from the waist down, for a year.
While an Israeli soldier shot him, it was
Israeli doctors who saved Yousef and helped
him eventually learn to walk again. In the
wake of that experience, Yousef was forced to
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the generous,
empathetic man who raised him,
he too became an outspoken activist for
peace. Amid the tragedy of the ongoing Middle
Eastern conflict, The Words of My Father is a
powerful tale of moral awakening and a
fraught, ferocious, and profound relationship
between a son and his father. Bashir's story
and the ideals of peace and empathy it
upholds are a soothing balm for these
dangerous and troubled times, and a reminder
that love and compassion are a gift—and a
choice.
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